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Abstract: In the present generation, the social life of everyone has become associated with online social 

networks. These sites have made a drastic change in the way we pursue our social life. Making friends and 

keeping in contact with them and their updates has become easier. But with their rapid growth, many 

problems like fake profiles, online impersonation have also grown. There are no feasible solutions exist to 

control these problems. In this paper, I came up with a framework with which the automatic identification 

of fake profiles is possible and is efficient. This framework uses classification techniques like Random 

Forest Classifier to classify the profiles into fake or genuine classes. As this is an automatic detection 

method, it can be applied easily by online social networks that have millions of profiles whose profiles 

cannot be examined manually. Nowadays, mobile operators in China mainland are facing fierce 

competition from one to another, and their focus of customer competition has, in general, shifted from 

public to corporate customers. One big challenge in corporate customer management is how to identify 

fake corporate members and potential corporate members from corporate customers. In this study, we have 

proposed an identification method that combines the rule-based and probabilistic methods. Through this 

method, fake corporate members can be eliminated and external potential members can be mined. The 

experimental results based on the data obtained from a local mobile operator revealed that the proposed 

method can effectively and efficiently identify fake and potential corporate members. The proposed method 

can be used to improve the management of corporate customers. To avoid the spam message, malicious and 

cyber bullies activities which are mostly done by the fake profile. These activities challenge the privacy 

policies of the social network communities. These fake profiles are responsible for spread false information 

on social communities. To identify the fake profile, duplicate, spam and bots account there is much research 

work done in this area. By using a machine-learning algorithm, most of the fake accounts detected 

successfully. This paper represents the review of Fake Profile Detection on Social Site by Using Machine 

Learn. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Social networking site is a website where each user has a profile and can keep in contact with friends, share their 

updates, meet new people who have the same interests. These Online Social Networks (OSN) use web2.0 technology, 

which allows users to interact with each other. Social networking sites are growing rapidly and changing the way 

people keep in contact with each other. The online communities bring people with the same interests together which 

makes users easier to make new friends. The market of corporate customers has an important strategic position . First, 

in the communication service market, the basic communication products provided by various operators appear to be 

similar and yield meagre profits, even resulting in a market with low price competition. At the same time, the market 

growth of personal mobiles in China mainland has been slowing down. Therefore, it is necessary to strategically mine 

the market for industrial applications. Second, the prosperous avenues of corporate applications reveal that serving 

corporate customers can be important drivers for mobile operators that are looking to transform from mobile 

communication experts to mobile information experts. Third, the national information strategy requires mobile 

operators to comply with the demands of both the government and market by developing corporate information 

technology solutions. Finally, the considerable size and consumption level of corporate customers can yield generous 
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profits to mobile operators. However, mobile operators are facing a big challenge in managing corporate customers. 

This challenge lies in identifying fake corporate members from potential corporate members. Fake corporate members 

refer to users who are supposedly related to a particular corporate customer, but do not actually belong to the 

corporation itself. Fake members join the plan of a corporate customer for reaping certain benefits. For example, an 

actual corporate member’s friends or relatives join the corporate plan to reduce the cost of communication and enjoy 

certain corporate privileges. The potential corporate members refer to users who are the actual staff of the corporation 

and are closely linked to the other members of the corporation; however, they do not join the corporate plan for certain 

reasons including the fact that they are enjoying the services provided by another operator. If this problem of 

identifying fake and potential corporate members cannot be resolved, it will become extremely difficult for mobile 

operators to effectively manage corporate customers. First, because of the existence of fake and potential members, 

mobile operators are unable to obtain information on the actual size of their corporate customer base; this information is 

imperative for estimating the market share of corporate customers and evaluating the performance of one-to-one 

corporate customer managers. Second, due to the existence of fake members and the absence of potential members, 

mobile operators cannot effectively analyse the behaviour of corporate customers and fail to understand their actual 

requirements; furthermore, mobile operators cannot design targeted products and services. Third, the operators incur 

certain unnecessary costs because of fake customers when the potential customers should be the pertinent source of 

profits for the operator. Consequently, it has become extremely important to identify fake and potential corporate 

customers. For the identification of fake and potential corporate members, the following two main methods are often 

used in practice: rule-based and probabilistic methods. The rule-based method uses a rule extraction model to combine 

the qualitative understanding of customer behaviour and quantitative data analysis to obtain the decision rules that 

distinguish fake customers from potential ones. 

 

II. EXISTING SYSTEM 

One of the easiest ways to determine that a Facebook account is fake is by examining the photo. It’s often the case that 

fake accounts use a profile photo that they’ve downloaded from somewhere else online. 

just fire up Google Image search, then download the profile photo from the Facebook page that you suspect is fake. 

Drag and drop that photo into the Google Image Search bar and click the Search button. If the photo is from a fake 

Facebook account, you should see loads of matches all across cyberspace 

 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The proposed Fake Profile Detection system aims to find the fake profiles in OSN based on machine learning 

technologies that are highly employed. Algorithm has been developed in order to detect the fake profile based on 

friends list. Here we can find out the fake profiles before we or anyone suffer by the suspicious account.The proposed 

work aims to find the fake profiles in OSN based on machine learning technologies that are highly employed. 

Algorithm has been developed in order to detect the fake profile based on friends list. To find out the fake profiles 

before we or anyone suffer by the suspicious account. Using the users followers based on that we can find the profile is 

genuine or fake. We consider more number of attributes to find the profiles. Comparisons of algorithms helps to 

increase the accuracy of the result.We consider more number of attributes to find the profiles.Comparisons of 

algorithms helps to increase the accuracy of the result.Prediction happens based on training data which we give. The 

training data considers more real time old fake users.We took more number of data compare to previous methods. We 

are using python language for the project to improve efficiency of the code and decrease the line of code. 

 

IV. CONCEPT AND TECHNOLOGIES 

1. Algorithm has been developed in order to predict the success rate of a specific movie. Here we can find out 

review of the new movie before releasing. 

In today's world, the social life of people has close connection with the social networking Sites, for example, Facebook, 

Twitter and LinkedIn. Most of the social networks have weak user authentication technique, which mainly depends on 

fundamental details such as displayed user name and photo. Fake or unauthorized users abuse the authorized users' 

details such as name, text messages, photographs and videos with or without the approved user's consent. Profile 
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cloning is a major security problem in social networks as it creates a profile which is homogeneous or similar to the 

existing ones. 

 

2. Analysis and detection of fake profile over social network

Latest developments have seen exponential increase in clientele

More than 10 million likes and shares are executed daily. Many other networks like `LinkedIn', `Instagram', `Pinterest', 

`Twitter' etc. are fast growing. Growth of social networks has given rise to a very hi

created out of ulterior motives. Fake profiles are also known as Sybil’s or social Bots. Many such profiles try and 

befriend the benign users with an ultimate aim of gaining access to privileged information.

 

3. Understanding User Profiles on Social Media for Fake News Detection

Consuming news from social media is becoming increasingly popular nowadays. Social media brings benefits to users 

due to the inherent nature of fast dissemination, cheap cost, and easy access. Howev

lower than traditional news outlets, resulting in large amounts of fake news. Detecting fake news becomes very 

important and is attracting increasing attention due to the detrimental effects on individuals and the soci

 

4. Analyzing Real and Fake users in Facebook Network based on Emotions

Fake profile detection is one of the critical problems in Online Social Networks (OSNs). So far, studies have mainly 

focused on profile-based, behavioral-based, network

not been explored along this domain. In the present study, we proposed the fake profile detection model that 

incorporates sentiment-based attributes to differentiate real and fake OSN profiles. 

 

5. Detection of Fake Profile in Online Social Networks Using Machine Learning

In today's world, the social media platforms are being used on daily basis and has become an important part of our 

lives. The number of peoples on social media platforms are incrementing at a greater level for malicious use. There are 

numerous cases where produced accounts have been effectively distinguished utilizing machine adapting techniques 

however the amount of research work is very low to recognize counterfeit characters made by people. For bots the ML 

models used various features to calculate the no. 

platforms.  

 

Design is a multi- step that focuses on data structure software architecture, procedural details, procedure etc… and 

interface among modules. The design procedure also decodes the requirements into presentation of software that can be 

accessed for excellence before coding begins. Computer software design change continuously as novel methods; 

improved analysis and border understanding evolved. Software proposal is at relatively primary stage in its revolution.

Therefore, software design methodology lacks the

with more conventional engineering disciplines. However, methods for software designs do exit, criteria for design 

qualities are existing and design notation can be applied
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a major security problem in social networks as it creates a profile which is homogeneous or similar to the 

Analysis and detection of fake profile over social network 

Latest developments have seen exponential increase in clientele of social networks. Facebook has 1.5 billion users. 

More than 10 million likes and shares are executed daily. Many other networks like `LinkedIn', `Instagram', `Pinterest', 

`Twitter' etc. are fast growing. Growth of social networks has given rise to a very high number of fake user profiles 

created out of ulterior motives. Fake profiles are also known as Sybil’s or social Bots. Many such profiles try and 

befriend the benign users with an ultimate aim of gaining access to privileged information. 

ng User Profiles on Social Media for Fake News Detection 

Consuming news from social media is becoming increasingly popular nowadays. Social media brings benefits to users 

due to the inherent nature of fast dissemination, cheap cost, and easy access. However, the quality of news is considered 

lower than traditional news outlets, resulting in large amounts of fake news. Detecting fake news becomes very 

important and is attracting increasing attention due to the detrimental effects on individuals and the soci

Analyzing Real and Fake users in Facebook Network based on Emotions 

Fake profile detection is one of the critical problems in Online Social Networks (OSNs). So far, studies have mainly 

based, network-based and content-based attributes. However, user sentiments have 

ng this domain. In the present study, we proposed the fake profile detection model that 

based attributes to differentiate real and fake OSN profiles.  

Detection of Fake Profile in Online Social Networks Using Machine Learning 

today's world, the social media platforms are being used on daily basis and has become an important part of our 

lives. The number of peoples on social media platforms are incrementing at a greater level for malicious use. There are 

oduced accounts have been effectively distinguished utilizing machine adapting techniques 

however the amount of research work is very low to recognize counterfeit characters made by people. For bots the ML 

models used various features to calculate the no. of followers to the no. of friends that an account has on social media 

V. ARCHITECTURE 

step that focuses on data structure software architecture, procedural details, procedure etc… and 

interface among modules. The design procedure also decodes the requirements into presentation of software that can be 

ce before coding begins. Computer software design change continuously as novel methods; 

improved analysis and border understanding evolved. Software proposal is at relatively primary stage in its revolution.

Therefore, software design methodology lacks the depth, flexibility and quantitative nature that are usually associated 

with more conventional engineering disciplines. However, methods for software designs do exit, criteria for design 

qualities are existing and design notation can be applied 
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VI. FLOW DIAGRAM 

 
 

VII. ER DIAGRAM 

 
 

 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

We have given a framework using which we can identify fake profiles in any online social network by using Random 

Forest Classifier with a very high efficiency as high as around 95%. Fake profile Identification can be improved by 

applying NLP techniques and Neural Networks to process the posts and the profiles. In the future, we wish to classify 

profiles by taking profile pictures as one of the features. The model presented in this project demonstrates that Support 

Vector Machine (SVM) is an elegant and robust method for binary classification in a large dataset. Regardless of the 

non-linearity of the decision boundary, SVM is able to classify between fake and genuine profiles with a reasonable 

degree of accuracy (>90%). 
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